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 Why is a Violet Alchemy® Purification Session Essential for you, a 
loved one, or your home and Business

Purification is the extraction or removal or discordant, disharmony or destructive energies 
known as attachments.  Through transmutation or the dismantling of energies that bind, 
contract, dampen or lower the Human Energy Field or the Soul, having a great influence or 
effect upon you physically, emotionally, mentally, spiritually and even financially.  Purification is a 
cleansing of the energetic Matrix of your Soul which is essential in order for your Vibration of 
light, love and power to be accessed and for it to expand.   The energies that are being 
cleansed hold, by its very nature, a misaligned disturbing energy which polarizes against  Ones’ 
ability to walk in flow, lightness, empowerment and strength. It derails your being by 
counteracting the fluidity of life and the experience of grace and fulfillment. 

The  6 reasons why a Purification session is Essential ! 
 1. serious or chronic illness, 2. accident or trauma, 3. addictions of any kind, 4. 
unmotivated, procrastination or paralyzation due to anxiety or depression  5. Bad luck, or 
feel cursed, nightmares   6. unexplained negative experiences that are creating you to 
feel afraid or attacked.

Where is purification applicable ? Dysfunctional relationships are part of your everyday life.
You work in a toxic environment / hospitals, correction facilities, schools, factories, corporations 
etc.

Purification is important for :
schoolrooms, dormitories, rehab facilities, your apartment, your home, your new home that you 
are renting or buying, your business, your land, your church, your local gathering space, your 
hospital room etc. 
All of these places can hold unresolved energies from years of use. Think of the mental & 
emotional distress/ duress of anyone who may have been using or inhabiting the space prior to 
you and all that stress you and your family may have been through which build in your spaces. 

What are the results of having a Violet Alchemy® Purification with Ama’zjhi ?
The experience is so immediate and you feel vastly different, like a weight has been lifted, more 
clarity and immediate sense of relief and a feeling of peace.
The removal of these energies is essential for anyone who is mentally & emotionally unstable. 
These kinds of attachments range in disturbance from mild to severe in their affects upon your 
life.  These energies exacerbate all of your weaknesses, leading One to believe they are to 
blame, they are at fault, they are failing, or they are being attacked, cursed, controlled by an 
outside unseen force. 

It is our recommendation that giving yourself or another the gift of a personal Purification 
session or one to purify and cleanse and bless your home space and or work space directly 
effects the people in the environment for the better increasing motivation,productivity, flow, 
grace and ease!

www.amazjhi.com
amazjhi@amazjhi.com     845-527-7564  for more information or to book a session 
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